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How to remove vinyl flooring



Photo: shutterstock.comLet's be clear: It's not fun to remove vinyl flooring. Peeling the material itself is not a picnic, but the real trial is to get rid of the glue that was to provide vinyl up to the unders. The only silver lining here is that although the work may be tedious and time-consuming, anyone can learn
how to remove vinyl flooring. No specific tools or advanced knowledge are required. It's just an elbow grease. Follow the steps below to do the work with minimal frustration. Photo: shutterstock.com To remove vinyl floors, you must first take all the furniture out of the room, giving you unreasure access to
the workspace. You will also need to carefully remove all base plates and any other trim that meets the floor. STEP 2: Cut into 12 sticks of tapes. Then look for part of the floor, and there's no glue underneath. Start removing the vinyl floor here, using a knife to cut the material into 12-inch strips. Each
gently pull. If you encounter glue resistance, use a scratching tool (or even a kitchen spatula) to loosen the tape. In places where the glue is particularly hard, you can use a combination of hammer and exhalation to chip on tempered glue. STEP 3: Get rid of glue. If you remove the vinyl flooring, but the
glue remains lodged on the floor, try this: Combine the warm water and soap in a bucket, then liberally apply it to the glue, allowing time to get the mixture to be nartable. When you return, the glue will become easier to remove. No dice? It's time to bring some heat to the equation. Buy or rent a heat gun –
or in a pinch, use a hairdryer – and hold it directly over a stubborn glue long enough to soften the glue (but not long enough to cause any damage to the vacuum). Then go for glue with your trusted scraper. STEP 4: Uncheck. Finish removing the vinyl floor with some cleaning: Use a broom or shop vac to
pick up any leftovers that now lie down the room. If all of the above seems like a way of overworking, there is always the option of renting an electric scraper from your local home centre. There's a cost attached, but it would definitely do a lot faster work. If you opt for an e-scraper, make sure to test it first
in an inaut many areas; you will need to adjust its angle so that it removes only the vinyl-and-glue layer, rather than the vacuum. Turn the vinyl into 10-inch sections with a useful knife, then turn on the scissors and get a job.  Precautions Until the mid-1980s, if you know that the installation you're dealing
with has been so long – or if you're not sure how long the vinyl floor has been there – it only makes sense for the material to be tested before moving on. I believe in hiring professionals when appropriate, and example of asbestos-laced vinyl flooring, it is eminently appropriate to pay people who know
what they are doing. This site is not available in your country If the quarter-round dress was installed in front of the base panels as a way to cover the gap between the base plates and the flooring, this should be removed first. Gently pull out a quarter circle with a flat end of the pry bar. In some cases,
flooring is only installed up to the edge of the base plate, under a thursday mould, but it is more common for the bases to be placed above the floor coverings. In this case, you will need to completely remove the base plates to remove all old floorcoverings. Place the wood block against the wall a few
inches above the base plate. At the top, place the level end of the pry bar, where they meet trim and wall. A quick rap with a glove should be enough to force the bar under the edge. If not, pull the stick with a rubber dinghy or hammer. Gently pull the trim away in stages, proceed along the wall. If you come
back quickly, you can break the trim. Even if you don't plan to reuse trim, it's still easier to pull off in full length rather than in small, broken pieces. Base plates are often damaged during disposal. So unless you're removing quality, expensive base plates, you may want to price out the cost of new base
panels against part of the salvation and repair of old base panels. Lee Wallender If you plan to reuse trim, configure the labeling system on the back of the trima to facilitate installation later. You may want to start by writing 1 on the back of the first piece with the up arrow, and then proceed in this method
arranged, clockwise around the room. You will often find that the vinyl lining has been fully installed marginally, which makes the removal project much faster. In other words, only a 6-inch circi view was glued or glued down; the middle of the vinyl flooring lies at large. Cut across the floor around the
surroundings of the room, about 8 inches away from the walls. Hold your incision parallel to the wall, and see if the center of the flooring pulls up easily. Lee Wallender Hold your utility knife always at hand, and cut the floor off into long, narrow strips, keeping the width no more than 18 inches. Cut the
length only when she becomes ruthless and in your way. Keeping strips narrow will be useful to you later when you alienate old flooring. It can be tempting to start pulling back or roll up large leaves at once. This is not recommended as a vinyl sheet can become difficult and difficult to manage. There's no
reason to try to keep vinyl in large sheets unless you plan to give it to a friend or revisit it in another part of the house. Lee Wallender Whether it's the entire floor or just the periphery, the glued floor is best removed through tenacious Scraping. Start by making as much curiosity as possible with the tip of a
flat pry bar, sneering under vinyl to separate it from the base. Since the pry bar top, it will only work if the vinyl is slightly glued down. Lee Wallender When you can no longer scrape with prybar, switch to sharpening tool. With a freshly sharpened tool 5-in-1 force a sharp end between the vinyl sheet and
the bottom in jabbing gestures. If the glue is old, you will discover that the glue tool is fairly easily removed. When you exhale, use your other hand to peel the vinyl sheet all the time. When the tape gets too long, cut it off with a useful knife to make it easier to work. If the vinyl leaf appears to be too easily
drained when you start extracting it, you'll be delaying the vinyl leaf- separating the vinyl layer from its back layer. Make sure you remove the full thickness of the floorcoverings when you exhale and drag. Lee Wallender Anytime you can get a grip on a stretch of ground, try to pull it back, either straight up
or back towards you. That gives you more drag power. Lee Wallender Heat gun can be very useful for relief glue, which is very difficult and difficult to scratch. Light the heat gun low, allow it to warm up enough, and swing it around the junction between the flooring and the washer. Or try to heat the top
part of the ground in a small part, then drag this section back. The heat gun also works well when removing pasted vinyl tiles. Hisham Ibrahim/Getty Images Long strips of vinyl leaf can be folded into accordion style into squares if you reach the surface with a useful knife. The first result will be able to fold
back, but the second result and all alternating results are harder. You're going to have to make them clog them into a pretim. In most communities, a sheet of vinyl flooring can't be recycled, so you'll probably need to put it away. Bag folding squares and add them to household rubbish collection. In some
communities, building materials are not accepted in household rubbish, so check with local authorities about suitable disposal methods. This may include disposing of the soil at a specific waste disposal site. One option is to recycle the flooring. For example, if your woodboard (OSB) has a wood floor,
laying the vinyl sheet makes it easier to wash and will protect it from dripping moisture and oil. Lee Wallender Wallender
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